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nn001 nn001001-nn001037 12/09/2007 forward in situ ceiling details aft of F9: cleaning and then record shots

nn002 nn002001-nn002037 12/09/2007 10 displaced timbers and two deck elements amidships above ceiling planks

nn003 nn003001-nn003037 12/09/2007 early excavation, working shots cleaning midships inc maststep. Lifted composite beam cut ends. Deck element unclean. Beam shelves. Baulk still partially in place

nn004 nn004001-nn004037 12/09/2007 Cleaned hull with ceiling and maststep. Indiv timber pics of stave with merchant's mark and lifted timber ggat 1162, 1288 (beam?) and 1437

nn005 nn005011-nn005035 27/09/2007
Riders from bow (R1 inprocess of being wedged to lift). Stringers with ancient wedges? Stringers STRP1.2 (1680), STRP2.1 (1684), STRP2.2 (1684) and STRS2.2 
(1667)

nn006 nn006001-nn006035 04/09/2007 Port side ceiling in situ and labelled. Pumphole, mini-step and stanchion back to 'coffin'. Starboard side with ceiling lifted

nn007 nn007001-nn007037 04/09/2007 Pumphole, mini-step and stanchion back to 'coffin'. Starboard side with ceiling lifted

nn008 nn008001-nn008-037 04/09/2007
STR3.1 1687, STRP2.4 1686 and CP4.3 1531, elm block at F28 in STR, beamshelf on STRS7?, wedges in situ after removal of STRS?, stern during excavation,sten 
starboard quarter, mast step and braces, braces BRS1 to BRS5

nn009 nn009001-nn009037 04/09/2007 General shots of outer hull planking with most frames removed, photogrammetry

nn010 nn010001-nn010037 04/09/2007 F1.0 1848 and 1899 Aft Face, F2.0 Aft Face, 1928, views of stern, pump, views towards stern after frames exposed, views of bow frames

nn011 nn011001-nn011037 27/09/2007 9
Early stages of exposing ceiling planks and top of frames, exposed braces round mast step, preparation for planning of initial exposed timbers midships and towards 
stern

nn012 nn012001-nn012037 27/09/2007 Uprtight deck element being cleaned, disart timbers in ship including roughout and carling, bow after removal of all disart timber

nn013 nn013001-nn013036 09/10/2007
BRS4 1718, BRS5 1719, BRS6 1720, BRS7 1721, BRS8 1722, BRS9 1723, BRS10 1724, 1725, CP1 1528, BRP10 1735, BRP9 1734, BRP8 1733, BRP7 1732, BRP6 
1731, BRP5 1730, BRP4 1729, BRP3 1728, BRP2 1727, BRP1 1726, general views of exposed braces and maststep

nn014 nn014001-nn014037 09/10/2007 General views of frames after ceiling planks removed, structure 1003-walkway area.

nn015 nn015001-nn015036 09/10/2007 Fragment of Stern Cowtag1651, general views of timbers being cleaned and examined at Maesglas, including use of FARO arm, recording trials,

nn016 nn016001-nn016037 09/10/2007 Several shots of pump in bows damaged by pile, several shots of frames after removal of ceiling planks and stringers, including removal of some midship frames

nn017 nn017001-nn017034 09/10/2007 Several shots of hull planks after removal of frames, close-up shots of frames near mast step, possible stringer 1838, 1839, shots of maststep with 1833 to 1836

nn018 nn018001-nn018012 23/10/2007 Views of hull planking, shots of aft pump in vicinity of F58 2073 during lifting - garboard plank lift

nn019 nn019001-nn019038 23/10/2007 close-up views of frames in bows, general views towards stern of hull planking after most frames removed
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nn020 nn020001-nn020037 23/10/2007 7 Early excavation - views of damage caused by piles to ceiling and stringer timbers and frames - shots of deck support timber - shots of archaeologists working on site

nn021 nn021001-nn021037 23/10/2007 Series of shots of hull after ceiling planks and some stringers removed, including several of mast step region

nn022 nn022001-nn022037 23/10/2007 Timbers under ship after planks removed? Preparation and removal of keelson and keel 

nn023 nn023001-nn023037 23/10/2007 S4.1 2247 damaged by pile in bow, shots of site as keel/ keelson being prepared for removal, shots of large lifting crane

nn025 nn025001-nn025020 30/10/2007 general shots of planks after frames removed. Several shots of F62.0 2231 in situ, shots of S10, S11, S12

nn026 nn026001-nn026037 30/10/2007 Series of shots of during removal of keel and keelson - Views of keelson on lorry, Shots of hull towards stern P2.9 (2542)

nn027 nn027001-nn027037 30/10/2007
Filler Stbd of Keelson F39 1867, Filler overlaying F23.0 1997, Filler port of Keelson F41 1844, taking dendro samples at Maesglas, BRP2 1727, S1.1 2250, S6.1 2242, 
Stem 2544. from nn027022 Shots of outdoor location by lake showing timbers sampled for dendro, from nn027032 shots of stem at Maesglas storage location

nn028 nn028001-nn028036 30/10/2007
Series of shots of hole in timber, shots of frames (F37, F39, F40 ) before removal - views of pump by F57, close up of fillers over F55.0 1930, F56.0 1929,F57.0 1985, 
shots of removal of frame F16.0 (1760)

nn029 nn029001-nn029036 30/10/2007
Shots of maststep, fillers port of keelson F44 to F49 after ceiling planks and stringers removed, general shots round mast step, removal of mast step, shots of GGAT 
staff in hut

nn030 nn030001-nn030037 07/11/2007
General shots of hull before complete removal of stringers and debris between frames - shots of photogrammetry in progress - shots of damage due to piles through 
stringers and frames

nn031 nn031001-nn031037 07/11/2007 50 General views of debris under hulll? beams 513, 509, 506 & 503, knee 500(?), strut 562, 561, fragment 1020, views of cranes removing struts

nn032 nn032001-nn032046 07/11/2007
Filler board on F43 (1751), removing debris above ceiling planks, BRS5  (1719), CP1.4 (1520), views of pump hole, frames F18.4(1767) & F19.4 (1769), F18.2(1756), 
F19.2(1768)

nn033 nn033001-nn033034 07/11/2007 Views around pile through mast step, close ups of planking, bow after removal of stringers, F1.1, F7.2 (1907),

nn036 nn036001-nn036040 31/01/2008 5 Views of knee and components in situ,  views of damage to hull caused by piling, plus close up shots of archaeologists

nn037 nn037001-nn037036 31/01/2008 General shots of frames and keel being removed from site by lorry, close up shots of exposed frames in situ around F40 and F41, views of pump hole around F58

nn038 nn038001-nn038025 31/01/2008 2 Views of early stages of exposing ship - exposure of cut off tops of frames,

nn039 nn039001-nn039025 04/02/2008 4 Views of knee and components, exposed tops of cut frames, exposure of ceiling planks, 

nn040 nn040001-nn040037 04/02/2008
Views of ceiling planks and stringers after mud and debris removed, crosspiece supporting bilge board (1620), Views of bilge boards near mast step (1616 to 1619), 
views of hull after removal of ceiling planks, views of mast step pierced by pile, 

nn041 nn041001-nn041037 04/02/2008 Ceiling Planks B, close ups of ceiling planks,  one view of braces round mast step

nn042 nn042001-nn042011 04/02/2008 Oxford Archaeology Bow, views of stem and plank fragments

nn043 nn043001-nn043037 04/02/2008
Recording Trials - Photos of Timbers including S6.1 (2242) (cowtag 562), close ups of treenail holes etc.  Close up of cleaned frame with treenail holes, stringer STRS 
7.2 (1677) (Cowtag 1528), , 
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nn044 nn044001-nn044037 16/10/2007 Barrel stave (2071) Aft pump (2072) around F58 (2073),close ups of forward planking, 'Surf Board'

nn045 nn045001-nn045025) 16/10/2007 1 First shots of discovery of ship's timbers at start of excavation - shots 20-24

nn046 nn046001-nn046037 16/10/2007 Close ups of planking S6-S14, after removal of frames, from bow to stern, close ups of F61.0 (2230) and F62.0(2231), 3 shots of general excavation

nn047 nn047001-nn047037 16/10/2007 51 Close ups of port planking P1- P16 after removal of frames from bow to stern, close up of frame F63.0 (2531)

nn048 nn048001-nn048037 16/10/2007 3 General views of early stages of excavation with cut tops of frames and some ceiling planks exposed, some shots of knee, 

nn049 nn049001-nn049037 14/05/2007 8 General views of excavation during removal of ceiling planks,  views of damage caused by piles, general views of archaeologists at work

nn050 nn050001-nn050037 15/05/2007 6 General views of early stages of excavation, uncovering of ceiling planks, initial exposure of frames around mast step?

nn051 nn051001-nn051037 16/05/2007 general views of exposed mast step pierced by pile and surrounding braces, CP1.5 (1532), several shots of unknown blocks 1555, 1556, 1557 & 1558 (see drawing 81)

nnphotos_only nnphoto_only001-nnphoto_only070 04/02/2008
dist planking inc rebated deck plank (? c1358 ggat1271), recording ceiling, in situ and excavated coopered vessel group, chamfer and stopp detail on timber, muddy 
people, deck element and overlying rebated deck plank, Views of barrel staves, general views of excavators at work among debris above ceiling planks and resting, 
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